In this paper we reconsider a classical theorem by Bican and El Bashir, which guarantees the existence of non-trivial relatively pure submodules in a module category over a ring with unit. Our aim is to generalize the theorem to module categories over rings with several objects. As an application we then consider the special case of α-pure objects in such module categories.
Introduction
In [BEE01] the flat cover conjecture for module categories has been solved positively, giving two independent approaches to prove the existence of flat covers. The first one due to Enochs uses certain properties of cotorsion theories. It seems to be better understood than the second one and has been used to generalize the existence theorems for flat covers to other categories; see for instance [A + 01]. The second method due to Bican and El Bashir is based on a complex set theoretic argument, where relatively pure submodules are constructed. This line of thought has been generalized to Grothendieck categories in [El 06, Thm. 2.1], where a different proof has been given. To our knowledge these argument have not been used very widely, although there are several applications as [Kra10] and [HJ08] show. The reluctance to use these arguments seems to be related to the fact that the proof given in [BEE01] is short and difficult to understand. We try to remedy this fact by giving a detailed explanation of the proof and several corollaries. The main theorem 4.2 is a slight generalizations of the classical theorem by Bican and El Bashir. As our goal is to popularize the approach of Bican and El Bashir we show how to deduce this result from the classical theorem. In addition an interesting application will be discussed in section 5. However, the main results were already known (i.e. they appeared as [BEE01, Theorem 5], resp. [CPT10, Theorem 2.1]). Nevertheless, the author thinks that detailed proofs are indispensable to understand these important theorems. Hence our aim is to remedy the lack of such proofs for these important results.
Projectively generated purities
We fix an arbitrary small additive category C and let S be a skeleton for this category, i.e. a set of representatives of the objects Ob C.
Definition
Denote by Mod C the category of C-modules, i.e. the additive functors C op → Ab with values in the abelian groups. Given X ∈ Mod C, we define the cardinality of a module |X| := C∈S |X(C)|.
2.2 Definition (projectively generated purities) A be a class of modules in Mod C. We consider the class σ A of all short exact sequences in Mod C, for which all A ∈ A are projective, i.e. for every η ∈ σ A the induced sequence Hom Mod C (A, η) is exact in Ab for all A ∈ A. The class σ A will be called a purity projectively generated by A. A submodule L M of a module M ∈ Mod C is called σ A -pure, if the short exact sequence η : 0 → L → M → N → 0 is taken to an exact sequence in Ab by the functor Hom Mod C (A, −) for every A ∈ A.
We remind the reader that the representable functors Hom(·, A), A ∈ C form a generating set of projective objects for Mod C. Thus Mod C has enough projective objects. The next Lemma is preparatory in nature and will come in handy to prove the theorem of Bican and El Bashir:
2.3 Lemma Let A be some set of modules in Mod C and N M be in Mod C. Fix for every A ∈ A a short exact sequence ρ A : 0 → K ι → P → A → 0 with P some projective object. The submodule N is σ A -pure, if and only if for every pair of morphisms s : K → N and s : P → M inducing a commutative diagram
there is a homomorphism r : P → N , such that rι = s.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
s is the canonical morphism induced by the cokernel. If N is σ A -pure, Hom(A, η) is an exact sequence in Ab and we derive a morphism k : A → M , such that πk = s . The required morphism exists by the homotopy Lemma (cf. [JL94, Lemma B1]. Conversely let N be module with the above property and we wish to show that Hom Mod C (A, η) is exact. Since the functor is left exact it suffices to show that Hom(A, π) is an epimorphism. To this end let f : A → Coker ι be an arbitrary morphism. Now P is projective, which implies that there is a morphism k : P → M with πk = f a and since N is the kernel of π, there is another morphism k : K → N such that ιk = ka. The module N has the above property with respect to the pair of morphisms k , k, there is r : P → N such that ra = k . Again by the Homotopy Lemma, there is a morphism w : A → M such that Hom(A, π)(w) = f proving our claim.
3 Revisiting the approach of Bican and El Bashir to flat covers
Throughout this section we are working in a module category Mod R over some (unital) ring R. We may think of R as a category with a single object and therefore Mod R is in a canonical way a functor category over a small additive category with one object. Viewing Mod R as a special case of Mod C we may consider the objects defined in the last section in the setting of a module category. It is then easy to see that the notion of projectively generated purity coincides with the definition of Bican and El Bashirs paper (cf. [BEE01] ). We may now formulate the main Theorem due to Bican and El Bashir:
3.1 Theorem Let R be an arbitrary (unital) ring and σ a purity projectively generated by some set of modules A. For every cardinal λ there is a cardinal κ, such that for every module M in Mod R and L M with |M | ≥ κ and |M/L| ≤ λ the submodule L contains another non trivial submodule, which is σ-pure in M .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In order to avoid problems later on, we may assume that the set A is non-empty and contains at least one non trivial R-module, i.e. A = {0}. For every A ∈ A fix a short exact sequence 0 → U A → V A → A → 0 with a projective module V A . Choose a set of elements X A which generates U A and a set Y A generating V A as an R-module. As a technical requirement we may assume without loss of generality, that X A and Y A are pairwise disjoint as sets for every A. We shall now outline the concept of the proof:
Leading idea: A well known fact is that every submodule may be embedded into a pure submodule which may be constructed by adding suitable elements to the submodule (this process is called "purification" cf. [Pre09, Lemma 2.1.21]). We shall use the characterization of pure submodules as in Lemma 2.3 to pursue exactly this line of thought. Since we fixed a set of generating elements Y A for every V A and A ∈ A, Lemma 2.3 shows that every element which has to be added to an arbitrary (non-pure) submodule is contained in a homomorphic image of one of the Y A . To use these observation we will at first introduce a way to count the homomorphic images of the generating sets of V A which we need to add to a submodule. It will turn out that there is an upper bound for the number of choices necessary to purify an arbitrary submodule. In a second step we construct cardinals which satisfy the properties claimed in the theorem.
1st step: In order to count the number of distinct choices for elements which are joined to a (non-pure) submodule we want to define so called formal solutions. One may think of a formal solution as a counting variable which uniquely identifies each element in the purification process of a submodule but does not depend on the particular submodule. Let ℵ be an infinite regular cardinal such that ℵ > sup{|R|, |A|, sup{ |X A | | A ∈ A }}. We begin the construction of formal solutions by defining the set x 0 := {∅}. The set x 0 is chosen just for technical reasons and it is not important what x 0 really is (in fact Bican and El Bashir just define x 0 to be a "new symbol" ). The construction of formal solutions is inductively given by the following statements:
1. Let x 0 be the set just defined, then we declare that {x 0 } is a formal solution.
2. We introduce the following notation: For any set of formal solutions S we denote the set y∈S y by S . If S is a set of formal solutions with |S| ≤ ℵ and for any A ∈ A there is a map h :
Notice that the first statement just gives us a starting point for the inductive definition, and we have assured that there is a distinguished formal solution, which is given as the set containing x 0 . The formal solutions constructed by inductive application of step 2 should be seen as a way of counting homomorphic images of X A via the coefficients for every element in X A together with the generating set Y A . We now have to prove that the class of all formal solutions is a set. This follows from the fact, that for every A ∈ A there are at most (ℵ · |R|) |X A | ≤ ℵ maps from X A into direct sums of R with less than ℵ summands. For the estimate we used ℵ > |R|, |X A | and [Jec06, Thm. 5.20 (iii) (a)], which is applicable since ℵ is a regular cardinal with sup A∈A |X A | < ℵ = cf ℵ Therefore there are at most A∈A (ℵ · |R|) |X A | ≤ |A| · ℵ = ℵ formal solutions which may be generated by step 2. The class of all formal solutions is a set whose cardinality we denote by Ξ. As already seen, Ξ ≤ ℵ holds. By step one there is at least one formal solution. Combining the assumption that there is at least one non-trivial module in A clearly by the inductive application of step 2 there are infinitely many formal solutions and thus Ξ ≥ ℵ 0 . A (non-empty) set of formal solutions χ is called height if, for any
the condition S ⊆ χ holds. By definition every height contains the formal solution {x 0 }. Consider a height χ and some module M ∈ Mod R together with a map f : χ → M . The map f is called realization of χ in M over a, if the following conditions are satisfied.
S R there is a homomorphism g A : V A → M , which makes the following diagrams commutative:
Here i : Y A × {h} → V A , is given by y A × {h} → y A and the map f is derived from the unique extension property of free modules as f (r y ) y∈ S := y∈ S f (y) · r y . We have now assembled all tools necessary to prove the theorem.
2nd step: Consider a cardinal λ ≥ 2 and choose a cardinal µ ≥ Ξ, with
We give an indirect proof by assuming that there is no non-trivial submodule of L which is σ A -pure in M .
To obtain a contradiction we will iteratively construct partitions of κ. In the end we will show that our assumption implies the existence of Ξ + formal solutions which is the desired contradiction. Choose pairwise distinct elements a α ∈ M, α < κ. For every α < κ define the height χ α := {{x 0 }} together with the realization f α :
Let π : M → M/L be the canonical projection onto the quotient and define a relation "τ " on κ via: ατ β if and only if πf α = πf β . Clearly τ is an equivalence relation and we denote by P (τ ) the corresponding partition of κ. For an arbitrary T ∈ P (τ ), let min T be the smallest ordinal contained in T . For any β ∈ T with β > min T the construction of T yields a β − a min T ∈ L. Thus we obtain a map
We claim that there exists a height χ 0β and a realization f 0β of χ 0β in M over a β −a min T , which properly extends f β − f min T . Consider the following construction: The submodule M β := (a β − a min T )R is not σ A -pure in M by our assumption. Thus by Lemma 2.3 there exists A ∈ A and morphisms s : U A → M β and s : V A → M as in (2.1), such that s does not factor through ι (from (2.1)). We have to construct a height χ 0β with χ β χ 0β . To this end we wish to construct y := Y A × {θ}, where A is the A from above and θ is a suitable map. We postpone the problem of finding θ and define first χ 0β := {{x 0 }, y} and a map f 0β : χ 0β → M such that f 0β|χ β = f β − f min T and f 0β (y A × {θ}) := s (y A ) hold. By construction the diagram (3.1) i) with g A = s is commutative. For each x A ∈ X A we may choose and fix some (probably non unique)
This choice of θ turns χ 0β into a height and the diagram (3.1) ii) commutes. The realization f 0β properly extends f β − f min T : If it did not properly extend f β − f min T , one obtains Im f 0β ⊆ M β and by commutativity of (3.1) i) we deduce Im s ⊆ M β . The choice of morphisms s, s implies s = s ι (by (2.1)). Thus s extends to a morphism V A → M β , which contradicts our choice of s and s .
Continuing our construction we consider κ 0 = κ \ { min T | T ∈ P (τ ) } and introduce an equivalence relation "τ 0 " with corresponding partition P (τ 0 ) on κ 0 in the following way:
ατ 0 β :⇐⇒ ατ β, χ 0α = χ 0β and πf 0α = πf 0β
We need an estimate for the number of equivalence classes in P (τ 0 ): The requirement |M/L| ≤ λ yields at most λ equivalence classes in P (τ ). Every height χ 0β contains exactly two formal solutions, one being {x 0 } by construction. The set of all formal solutions contains Ξ ≤ µ elements. Hence there are at most λ µ distinct choices for classes, which satisfy the first two requirements of τ 0 . Finally we have to compute how many choices are added for each class by the third condition of τ 0 . To this end choose realizations f 0α , f 0β such that ατ β and χ 0α = χ 0β = {{x 0 }, Y A × {θ}} holds. For each z ∈ Y A there are λ choices for πf 0α (z), resp. πf 0β (z). By choice of µ, there are at most λ µ different choices to satisfy the third requirement. Thus P (τ 0 ) = λ µ · λ µ = λ µ holds. The complement { min T | T ∈ P (τ ) } of κ 0 in κ contains at most λ different elements, since ατ β iff πf α = πf β and |M/L| ≤ λ. For later use we remark, that the complement is non-empty and contains at most λ µ elements. We shall continue the construction of partitions via transfinite induction with Ξ + steps. Choose the equivalence relation τ 0 as start of the induction and observe that isolated and limit steps can be formulated in the same way. Let 0 < γ < Ξ + and assume that for all δ < γ the sets κ δ , the heights χ δβ and their realizations f δβ for β ∈ κ δ as well as the equivalences τ δ on κ δ have already been constructed, such that the following is satisfied:
2. The equivalence τ δ on κ δ is defined by ατ δ β :⇐⇒ ατ δ1 β ∀δ 1 < δ, χ δα = χ δβ and πf δα = πf δβ . 3. δ1<δ χ δ1β χ δβ . 4. f δβ properly extends f δ1β −f δ1 min T for all δ 1 < δ, β ∈ κ δ and β ∈ T ∈ P ( δ1<δ τ δ1 ), Since µ ≥ Ξ ≥ ℵ 0 and λ > 1, standard cardinal arithmetic shows µ+µ = µ·µ = µ, µ < λ
We may now extend every height with at most Ξ distinct elements and the definition of the partitions for γ < Ξ + ≤ µ + allows the estimate:
Using the above estimates we compute
In particular the estimate implies, that κ γ is non-empty, since otherwise |κ \ κ γ | = κ = (λ µ ) + holds, which contradicts our last estimate. Let β ∈ T ∈ P ( δ<γ τ δ ) with β > min T . Choose classes T δ ∈ P ( δ1<δ τ δ1 ), δ < γ such that T ⊆ δ<γ T δ . For each δ 1 < δ < γ we have χ δ1β = χ δ1 min T by 2. and by using 4. the map f δβ properly extends
In particular this shows that
is a well-defined map and a realization of the height δ<γ χ δβ . The map f is a non trivial morphism since f (x 0 ) = a β − a min T = 0. We conclude that the submodule 0 = Im f L, which is generated by Im f can not be σ A -pure in M by our assumption. Now we wish to construct a height together with a realization which properly extends the maps already constructed. Since the submodule is not σ A -pure, we may again choose some A ∈ A and a pair of morphisms s : U A → Im f , s : V A → M , such that s does not factor through the inclusion U A → V A . We shall now argue as at the start of the induction, claiming that the argument is valid for arbitrary 0 < γ < Ξ + . Indeed we have only used the properties Im s Im f and |S| ≤ ℵ. For arbitrary 0 < γ < Ξ + these properties are clearly satisfied, as Ξ ≤ ℵ holds. It remains to show that there is a map h, such that the diagram (3.1) ii) commutes (completing the construction of the height). We remark that since |X A | ≤ ℵ, for all A ∈ A we may clearly choose h, such that |S| ≤ ℵ and the diagram (3.1) ii) commutes for this choice of h and g A := s. Now we need to assure that the formal solution X A × {h} induced by h is not contained in δ<γ χ δβ . Assuming the contrary, the definition of a height implies that there is a commutative diagram of type (3.1) ii) for some g A . We derive g A|U A = f h = f γβ h = s and thus s factors through U A → V A contradicting our choice of s. We have constructed a height χ γβ with δ<γ χ δβ χ γβ together with a realization f γβ of χ γβ . The constructed map properly extends f δβ − f δ min T for all δ < γ.
Define another equivalence relation τ γ on κ γ via ατ γ β :⇐⇒ ατ δ β, for all δ < γ one has χ γα = χ γβ and πf γα = f γβ .
The cardinality of the complement of Z := γ<Ξ + κ γ in κ is bounded by Ξ + · λ µ = λ µ . Analogous to the induction step, one may argue that Z is non-empty: If it were empty, its complement κ \ Z would be all of κ, hence λ µ ≥ |κ \ Z| = κ = (λ µ ) + which is absurd. The heights χ γβ with β ∈ γ<Ξ + κ γ and γ < Ξ + form an ascending chain of length Ξ + . By construction χ δβ χ γβ , ∀δ < γ. Therefore there have to be at least Ξ + formal solutions, contradicting our choice of Ξ.
The idea used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, is, roughly speaking, to purify a submodule by adding suitable elements and counting the necessary steps. In the next section we will discuss a slight generalization of the previous theorem to functor categories.
Purities for rings with several objects
In this section we study the notion of purity in the category of additive functors over an additive category. We shall use functor rings which were introduced by Gabriel in [Gab62] . Throughout this section C will again denote a small additive category.
Definition
Define the functor ring associated to the category C with skeleton S:
Recall from [Gab62, Chapitre II] that R C is a ring with enough orthogonal idempotents (but possibly without a unit), and that R C -modules are defined in the usual way adding the condition M.R C = M .
It is a classical result by Gabriel (see [Gab62, Chapitre II, Proposition 2]) that there is an equivalence of categories S : Mod C → Mod R C , which preserves the cardinality:
where the cardinality on the right hand side is the cardinality of the underlying set. Using this equivalence it is easy to prove a generalization of theorem 3.1. The theorem appeared in this generality first without proof in [CPT10, Theorem 2.1], where it is used to generalized the flat cover theorem.
Theorem
Let C be an arbitrary small additive category together with a purity σ projectively generated by a set A ⊆ Ob Mod C. For every cardinal λ there is a cardinal κ, such that for every module M ∈ Mod C and L M with |M | ≥ κ and |M/L| ≤ λ the submodule L contains a non-trivial submodule which is σ-pure in M .
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 being a σ-pure subobject is a categorical property. We denote by S(A) the set of objects { S(A) | A ∈ A } and let σ S(A) be the purity generated by S(A) in Mod(R C ). In this category Lemma 2.3 holds and since S is an equivalence, L will contain a non-trivial σ-pure subobject of M if and only if S(L) contains a non-trivial σ S(A) -pure submodule of S(M ). Now |L| = |S(L)| and |M | = |S(M )| holds, and we just need to prove theorem 3.1 for non-unital rings with enough orthogonal idempotents: Reconsidering step one of 3.1, clearly our definitions did not depend on the the ring to be unital. Since Mod R C also has enough projectives there is no need to change anything in this step. Continuing with the second step, the proof uses on several occasions properties of modules over a ring with a unit. There is just one issue which has to be addressed: We have to assure that the submodules constructed in the second step are non trivial, resp. that the construction yields larger submodules. Since for every (non trivial) element there is a local unit, it is straight forward to check that this is indeed the case. Thus the second step of theorem 3.1 may be carried out without any changes. The other arguments used in the second step are purely set theoretic in nature and thus hold without any changes. In conclusion our investigation shows that theorem 3.1 also holds for the (non unital) ring with enough idempotents R C .
We shall now apply theorem 4.2 to the concept of α-pure morphisms.
5 Application: α-pure subobjects
Recall that an additive category is locally presentable if it is cocomplete and admits a a generating set of objects that are α-presentable for some regular cardinal α (cf. [AR94] ). An object X is called α-presentable if the representable functor Hom(X, −) preserves α-filtered colimits. It is a well known fact that the category of modules Mod C for every small additive category C is locally presentable (since the representable functors form a set of ℵ 0 -presentable objects) 5.1 Definition Let α be some infinite regular cardinal. A morphism f : X → Y in Mod C is called 1. α-pure monomorphism if it is the α-filtered colimit of split monomorphisms. 2. α-pure quotient if it is the α-filtered colimit of split epimorphisms. If X → Y is an α-pure monomorphism, we call X α-pure subobject of Y .
Our notion of α-pure subobjects and α-pure quotients coincides with the usual definitions of such objects (cf. [AR04] ) in α-accessible categories. The category Mod C is a ℵ 0 -locally presentable as we already remarked. Thus by [AR94, Remark after Thm. 1.20] it is a λ-locally presentable category for each regular infinite cardinal λ ≥ ℵ 0 . Locally α-presentable categories are α-accessible. In Mod C our definition coincides with the usual definition of α-pure objects and we may thus freely use the results from [AR04] on pure morphisms.
Fix an arbitrary infinite regular cardinal α. The category Mod C is locally α-presentable. Thus there is a set Pres α of representatives of all α-presentable objects in Mod C. We consider the purity σ α projectively generated by Pres α .
Lemma
For every infinite regular cardinal α, the class of all σ α -pure subobjects coincides with the class of all α-pure subobjects.
Proof. The category Mod C is an abelian α-accessible category thus by [AR04, Proposition 5], α-pure subobjects are precisely the kernels of α-pure quotients and α-pure quotients are precisely the cokernels of α-pure monomorphisms. We will use this knowledge to prove our claim.
Let L M be an arbitrary σ α -pure subobject and consider the short exact sequence
where C is the cokernel of the inclusion. Since L is σ α -pure, for every A ∈ Pres α , Hom Mod C (A, η) is a short exact sequence in Ab. In other words, the cokernel C is projective with respect to every A ∈ Pres α (cf. [AR04, Definition 1]). An application of [AR04, Proposition 3] now implies that π : M → C is an α-pure quotient. Since ι is the kernel of π, our previous observations imply that L is an α-pure subobject. Conversly let ι : L → M be an α-pure monomorphism, then its cokernel π : M → C is a α-pure quotient. Again by [AR04, Proposition 3] α-pure quotients are projective with respect to every object in Pres α . Thus considering again the short exact sequence η from above, Hom Mod C (A, η) is an exact sequence for every A ∈ Pres α . By definition L must be a σ α -pure submodule.
Clearly Theorem 4.2 is applicable to σ α . Combining the theorem and our last lemma we derive the following corollary 5.3 Corollary Let α be an arbitrary infinite regular cardinal and λ be an arbitrary cardinal. Then there is a cardinal κ, such that for every M ∈ Ob Mod C and L M with |M | ≥ κ and |M/L| ≤ λ the submodule L contains a non-trivial α-pure subobject of M .
